
Raymond exudes an incredibly warm and welcoming spirit! He’s knowledgeable, kind,
experienced and well traveled. The passion he carries for his family history, memories, food
and continuous learning really shine through each one of his stories.

Raymond and his family are of Teochew (潮州⼈) heritage who lived and thrived in South
Vietnam. Their family had owned and run a number of textile factories producing Khăn rằn
and mosquito netting for multiple generations. They were favoured by Vietnam despite
being of ethic Chinese background up until being forced to leave after the increasing
tensions between Vietnam and China in the late 1970's.

They - a family of 10 - arrived to Canada in 1979 to rebuild their home and lives. At the time
they left Vietnam, Raymond was just a young boy around the age of 10 or 11.

"I remember... they took a bunch of yellow rope and they

were tying it from one palm tree to another and roped us in...

that was the very, very first moment I felt marginalized. "
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Government Sponsored to Canada

After arriving to Malaysia in their refugee boat (pictured on the
left), Raymond's family stayed at a camp near Kuantan on the
northeast coast. While at the camp, they accepted government
sponsorship and boarded one of the first plane loads of
refugees to Canada. 

When arriving to Winnipeg, Raymond's parents were assigned
minimum wage jobs in sewing factories. They, alongside the two
eldest siblings had to work tirelessly to save enough money to
re-pay the Canadian government the airfare from Malaysia to
Canada (~$5000 for all of them).  

Astoundingly, the four of them were able to save and earn
enough money to not only pay all the airfare and sustain a living
(rent, food, clothing etc.), but even saved an extra 10k which
they then used to open their grocery store in 1981.

"Our boat held 154 people... The photo came to us by
chance wrapped in our daily UN rations we received at

the refugee camp just a few days after we arrived."

"Our family a few days
before we left for Canada.
I am on the far left." 
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Raymond teaches cooking 
classes with 'In My Kitchen' 

Raymond has an amazing passion and extensive knowledge and love for cultural
food! He is a big advocate for preserving his family's cuisines and recipes. Through
learning more about them, he hopes to be able to pass on the stories and
knowledge to his younger generations moving forward. Using food as a pathway to
intergenerational connection is also an incredible way to learn and share!

Along with being passionate about food, Raymond is also a cook himself and has
classes available! He’s currently working with In My Kitchen Vancouver which is an
organization that offers immersive Culinary Adventures from cooks of many
different diverse cultures - they share their unique recipes so be sure to head to
www.inmykitchen.ca to take a look. 

Raymond’s next class will be online on August 29th 2021, where he will be teaching
his own family recipe for making bún which is Vietnamese rice-vermicelli. He’ll be
teaching all about the basics of this Vietnamese Noodle Bowl and of course sharing
more of his stories. Click below to check it out!

Let me know your thoughts, I would love to hear from you!

C H E C K  O U T  R A Y M O N D ' S  C O O K I N G
C L A S S E S  W I T H  ' I N  M Y  K I T C H E N '
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Food as a Conduit to Preserving Culture and Heritage

"For us to touch on whatever it is that we're not

willing to talk about - food is always a good conduit."

In 1981, their family opened up Winnipeg's first Southeast
Asian grocery store (pictured below). Although there were
already Chinese grocery stores established in the area, their
store became the unique hub where people went in order to
get many other items that weren't available elsewhere. They
even locally sourced Hột Vịt Lộn (fertilized duck eggs)!

Raymond's family was able to curate and import all kinds of
different foods, herbs, and delicacies that not only brought
them closer to their own memories of home in Vietnam, but
also fostered a wonderful local community. 

They were the first family to import what is now popularly
well known as the Huy Fong Sriracha Sauce into Canada!

A Family From Bac Lieu, Vietnam

Raymond's family celebrating their father's birthday ~ 1980

The First South-East Asian Grocery in Winnipeg

" A photo of the storefront taken around the same time as the opening in March
1981. I remember my eldest brother mocking up each word with graph-paper,

stencilling them by hand, then carefully painting them onto the plywood sign." 
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